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Mans 543

Studbook name: Mans van de Gonda Life number: 202001505 Breeder: M.A.W. Slagers-
Karnebeek, Goor Date of birth: 28 April 2020 Height at withers: 1.68 metres Lineage: Teun 
505 x Ster Pref*4 Norbert 444 x Ster Pref*5 Beart 411 x Ster Pref*10 Anne 340 x Ster Pref*4 
Oege 267 x Ster Pref*4 Peke 268 Pedigree: 13 Kinship: 18,7 % (average 17,8%)

Exterior:
Breeding type: Mans 543 is a stallion with 

satisfactory breed expression. The stallion’s 

head could be a bit more aristocratic but 

he has a long, vertical neck with a light 

head-neck connection.

Conformation: Mans 543 is a longlined 

stallion with an uphill build. He has a 

strong topline but is somewhat raised in 

the loin section. The croup has satisfactory 

length and is lightly sloping.

Legwork: Mans 543 has satisfactory length 

in the foreleg. Stance of the foreleg is 

correct, stance of the hind leg is a bit 

toeing-out and sickle-hocked. Hard and 

dry quality of legwork is satisfactory, the 

feet are welldeveloped.

Estimated breeding value exterior:
 Reliability ........................................31-38% 

 Breeding type ........................................108 

 Conformation ........................................113 

 Legwork .................................................106 

 Walk .......................................................105 

 Trot .........................................................106

 Canter ....................................................104 

DNA-testen en Veterinary:
The stallion has met the regulatory 

requirements with regard to X-ray testing, 

semen quality and roaring.

Dwarfism:  non-carrier status

Hydrocephaly:  non-carrier status

Chestnut factor:  non-carrier status

Veterinary:  no observations

Roaring:  grade 1, good

Observations stable manager, riders 
and drivers:
Mans 543 is a friendly and people-oriented 

stallion who is very inquisitive and alert to 

his surroundings. The stallion is a joy to 

work with in all disciplines but should 

move with a bit more go and elasticity in 

the body. Sometimes he has the tendency 

to shut down a bit when working.

Central Examination:
Mans 543 completed the Central Examina-

tion at the age of three.

Training report:
Walk: The stallion has a regular walk with 

satisfactory scope but in this pace he 

needs to develop more use of the body.

MMaannss  554433

Stamboeknaam: Mans van de Gonda

Levensnummer: 202001505

Fokker: M.A.W. Slagers-Karnebeek, Goor

Geboren op: 28 april 2020

Stokmaat: 1.68 meter

Afstamming: Teun 505 x Ster Pref*4 Norbert 444 x Ster Pref*5 Beart 411 x Ster Pref*10 

Anne 340 x Ster Pref*4 Oege 267 x Ster Pref*4 Peke 268

Stam: 13

Verwantschap: 18,7 % (gemiddelde 17,8%)
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Character/personality:   a b c d e

 Stable manners  difficult     x pleasant

  energetic     x calm

    frightened     x inquisitive

     submissive   x   dominant

  hesitant    x  cheeky

    anxious     x relaxed*

 Reliability unreliable     x reliable

 Sensitivity little   x   much

 Anxiety quickly    x  slowly

 Trainability   difficult    x  easy

 Responsiveness to aids   little   x   much

 Willingness to work   little   x   much

 Work ethics   disagreeable    x  happy

 Perseverance   little    x  much**

 Stamina   little   x   much***

    freezes  x    flighty

 Concentration   distracted    x  focused

 Learning capacity   little    x  much

* during tacking/hitching up, taking temperature etc.  ** mental  *** physical

Trot: Mans 543 trots with satisfactory use 

of the hind leg and with ample forward 

reach in the foreleg. Moment of suspen-

sion is satisfactory but he should demon-

strate more use of the body, suppleness 

and willingness to work.

Canter: In canter Mans 543 shows satisfac-

tory balance and quality of strides, but he 

must learn to move in a more uphill frame.

Riding horse aptitude:
Mans 543 struggles with the performance 

under saddle. He has a strong walk and a 

satisfactory canter, but he needs to 

develop more use of the body and 

suppleness in all paces. The stallion also 

struggles with his tail carriage.

In-harness aptitude:
Mans 543 has satisfactory aptitude for 

driving as well as for showdriving. In 

movement he demonstrates satisfactory 

bend in the hind leg and satisfactory 

capacity for transitions, placing the 

foreleg forward with ample reach and 

displaying very good stature and selfcarri-

age. He gives his driver a good feeling and 

is easy to train, also making progression.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ........................................................7.5 

 Trot ..........................................................6.0 

 Canter .....................................................7.5

 Balance & posture ..................................7.0 

 Suppleness ..............................................6.5 

 Transitions ...............................................6.0

 Impulsion ................................................7.0

 Total ......................................................75.5

Test results driving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Trot ..........................................................6.5 

 Balance & posture ..................................7.0

 Suppleness ..............................................6.5 

 Transitions ...............................................7.0 

 Impulsion ................................................7.5

 Total ......................................................76.0

Test results showdriving test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0 

 Use foreleg .............................................7.5 

 Use hind leg ............................................7.0

 Suspension ..............................................6.5 

 Posture ....................................................7.0 

 Front ........................................................7.5

 Suppleness ..............................................6.5

 Impulsion ................................................7.5

 Total ......................................................78.0

Conclusions Central Examination:
Mans 543 has completed his Central 

Examination with good results. The 

stallion struggled with the under-saddle 

part but demonstrated a constant, 

growing line in the in-harness disciplines.

Dam line:
Mans 543’s dam is Femcke van de Gonda 

Star Preferent (Norbert 444), a 14-year-old 

mare with eight offspring.

Considering her age Femcke has kept 

herself well but overall she might have 

been a little more bigframed. She is 

breed-typical with abundant feathers, 

satisfactory expression of the head and a 

long, fractionally horizontal neck. The 

mare shows satisfactory horizontal 

conformation, she has a strong back with a 

wide loin section and her shoulder 

conformation has satisfactory slope and 

length. Her dry legwork shows satisfactory 

durability as well as correct stance. Her 

walk has satisfactory scope and regularity, 

although she would benefit from a little 

more reach in the foreleg and more power. 

She has a spacious trot with good bend 

and power in the hind leg. Femcke shows 

good transitions in trot, displaying lots of 

suppleness and use of the body. Femcke’s 

dam, the 19-year-old Nienke van de Gonda 

Star Preferent (Beart 411) is also present 

and appears to be remarkably fit and 

durable and has her 14th foal at her side.

Final conclusion:
Mans 543 is a breed-typical, correctly-built 

stallion with lots of youthful expression. 

The stallion possesses three correct basic 

gaits and clearly shows to have more 

talent for the driven disciplines. He has 

improved in the course of the CE and 

stems from the first crop of offspring by 

Teun 505 Sport AAA.

Advice for use:
Mans 543 can be used on mares with a 

powerful trot and is expected to add 

youthfulness and correct conformation.




